PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PERFECT VALENTINE’S GIFT: GIVE THE GIFT OF TRAVEL WITH 10% OFF ALL
INTERRAIL GLOBAL PASSES
Romantic gateways to celebrate love while Interrailing around Europe
UTRECHT, The Netherlands, 13 February 2018 – With the holidays just passed by and
summer still a long way off, there is no better time than Valentine’s Day to be thinking about a
getaway. Whether you are a solo traveller or you’re looking for a romantic trip for two, Interrail
has got you covered for a unique lifetime travel experience in Europe.
And to make life easier for (travel) lovers from all over Europe, Interrail has launched a
Valentine’s Day promotion. From 13th February (10:00 AM CET) to 17th February (10:00 AM
CET), Interrail is offering customers 10 percent off the standard price of all Interrail Global
Passes, allowing travellers to take a break from day to day life and explore up to 30 European
countries in a season that offers great opportunities to find deep savings and thin crowds. With
the 10 percent discount offer, Interrail Global Passes start now at €187.
Treat a loved one, or yourself, to the gift of a unique lifetime travel experience in Europe. France
offers an endless choice of gorgeous towns to fall in love with. The Old Town of Lyon is the
perfect romantic place for foodies, and it’s the perfect first stop on a week-long vacation with
your Valentine that may also see you sampling the finest Belgian chocolate in Brussels,
exploring the canals and flower markets of Amsterdam, and taking the scenic Rhine Valley Line
to Mainz, Germany. Europe's scenic train rides will also leave you with memories you'll never
forget. If you’re a fan of fairytale forests and villages with traditional timbered houses, then don't
miss riding the Schwarzwaldbahn, the black forest scenic route between Konstanz and
Offenburg. For a shorter gateway, Italy’s most popular scenic rail trips are ideal: there is a little
section of railway that serves the five Italian Riviera villages of the Cinque Terre in about 40
minutes: as the train hugs the coastline you feel as if you’re floating across the water, from one
picture-perfect village to another. If you are looking for more inspiration, visit www.interrail.eu.
Interrail Global Passes can be used to travel extensively throughout Europe and offer travellers
the flexibility to create their own rail itinerary. Paired with Interrail’s year-round savings like youth
discount for explorers aged 27 years and younger, and reductions for ages 60-plus, the not-tobe-missed Interrail deal provides even more value for money. Moreover, travelling with an
Interrail Pass provides a suite of additional cost-saving benefits throughout Europe’s most
popular travel destinations, such as ferry lines and city cards. A complete list of Pass benefits
for each country is available via the free Interrail Rail Planner App.
Interrail Passes can be booked up to 11 months in advance and are available for purchase online
at http://www.interrail.eu and via local European railways. For further information on the Interrail
product range visit www.interrail.eu.
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About Interrail
Interrail Train Passes are synonymous with borderless rail experience throughout Europe,
providing multi-destination train travel across the continent. With just one rail pass travellers of
all ages have the ability to travel in and through up to 30 different European countries, and
access extra benefits and discounts along their journey. Established in 2001, Eurail Group G.I.E.
is the organisation dedicated to the management of Eurail and Interrail products, for both nonEuropean and European residents respectively. Owned by over 35 railway and shipping
companies, Eurail Group G.I.E. partners with hotels, transport companies and attractions to offer
additional special benefits to all Interrail Pass holders across Europe. Visit www.eurailgroup.org
and www.interrail.eu for further information.
Contact:
Eurail Group pressinfo@eurailgroup.org
Register and download images and materials from Eurail Group’s free media library:
http://eurailgroup-portal.org
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